
Lot Category Description Reserve Country

16 A

British Commonwealth (West Indies) in green 64 page stock -book. Mint 
and used, early to modern with A-Z country ranges catalogued by the 
page, Includes Antigua with QV to 1/- mint and KGV with 5/- x 2 plus £1 
and 1932 Tercentenary set and KG^ fairly complete; Good Bahamas with 
earlies and QV to £1 used, ED7 to 5/- and KGV to 5/- and KG6 to £1; 
Barbados with 50+ seated Britannia types and other QV to 5/- and KGV 
with 2/6d x 2 etc; Bermuda with a page of QV and KGV with key plates 
to £1 (this page cats £4,066); KG6 Key types to £1 x 2 and then later QEII 
def sets; British Guiana with 4 pages (cat £2,800+); British Honduras; 
British Virgin islands; Good Caymans with pre KG6 to 10/- x 2 diff; 
Dominica with ED7 5/- mint and KGV 5/- fine used; Grenada with hi cat 
earlies and QV key types to 1/- mint, ED7 5/- used, KG6 10/- mint; 
Extensive Jamaica (cat £2,800+); Good Leewards; Montserrat & St. Kitts 
complete this lot. Vendor STC £32,000+ viewing strongly recommended, 
many better values here. Ideal for collector but will break well for dealer

£5,250 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

26 A

Commonwealth KG6 - Green printed 'Stanley Gibbons' Crown album 
with interleaving in nice condition and waiting for some one to fill it. 
There are just over 600 stamps in this album mint and used including 
some 1949 UPU sets complete mint. These albums cost a fortune new 
and this one is perfectly serviceable. The stamps are generally of low 
value but a good project for someone.

£50 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

28 A

Commonwealth QEII period U/M  material from mostly smaller 
territories (NO Australia, Canada or NZ), 8 sides with many better, total 
cat value exceeds £850. Includes some blocks, sets, part sets and a few 
mini sheets. All in good condition with plenty of thematic interest. Very 
clean lot

£130

WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

32

E Europa - 1961 GB  SG 626-628 and Ireland SG 195-6; Also 1964 Ireland 
SG 203-4 all x30 u/m corner blocks (Ireland 1964 with small gum bend 
on 4 values to 1/5d). Cat. £409 £36

WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



37 E

Foreign mid to early modern in brown stock book mint & used we note 
Angola, Algeria, Brazil, Central Africa, Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, French Cols., 
Lagos etc with much identified, stc £1000+ (100s)

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

61 B

Small flat white carton with over 1,000 stamps including some part 
sheets of 1937 Coronation issue from Morocco Agencies and some other 
KG6 C/W issues on pages noted Seychelles and Sierra Leone. An album 
of Ajman and a few items of modern China Worth viewing.

£30 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

67 B

World accumulation in large box including Large s/book with QEII 
Commonwealth u/m & fine used with sets & MS's, Jersey & Guernsey 
1941-75 with many sets u/m, Cyprus, Greenland with mint useful, C'W 
1937 Coronation with many sets including Hong Kong, France early 
imperfs to mid period, Netherlands early to modern u/m, GB used 
commems used sets plus a few u/m, India early Officials in old style 
s/book, Germany 1997-99 u/m & fine used, 2 old style albums of world 
m & u etc, condn fair to fine (100s)

£100 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

109 S
Small fine mint trio including 1931-50 with SGF19 2f, F143 100f Blue and 
SGD152 100f Green, stc £430 (3)

£50
ANDORRA

117
S SG14w, 1d scarlet with inverted watermark, mounted mint. One slightly 

blunt corner perf, very fresh colour. Cat £200
£40

ANTIGUA

118
S SG27a, 2½d ultramarine with variety 'Large 2 in 2½ with slanting foot'. 

Fine mounted mint cat £160
£44

ANTIGUA

119
S SG98/109, George VI definitive set complete mint, several including £1 

value are lightly mounted mint. Cat £130
£34 ANTIGUA



123 A

Collection George VI to early 2000's in red Hagner four ring binder with 
stamps on Hagner pages. Mint and used. Decent KG6 defins with values 
to 10/- mint and 5/- used and with some different perfs evident. 
Thereafter QEII ranges with defins sets to £5 U/m and various commems 
etc. There are over 560 items on over 50 Hagner sheets, including mini 
sheets and virtually all the used is cds. Clean material with many sets 
and nearly all QE2 mint is U/m

£90 ASCENSION

124
S SG57/69, 1956 definitive set very lightly mounted mint. Cat £140

£40
ASCENSION

132 S
1937 3d KG6 mounted mint x 3, which vendor says appear to be 
different printings. Minimum cat is £190

£32 AUSTRALIA

146 S
SG136, 1931-36 10/- grey and pink. A good used example with an over 
inked circular cancel. Collectable copy of this high value stamp, cat £160

£42 AUSTRALIA

147 E

SG1495/1502var. 1994-96 Automatic Cash Machine self Adhesive 
stamps. TRIAL SHEETLET of 20 stamps. This displays the Kangaroo facing 
to left, whereas the issued stamps face right. Vendor advises that just 
100 of these trial sheets were released. Rare.

£300 AUSTRALIA

156 E
SGJ1/J7, 1946-47 B.C.O.F. Commonwealth occupation Force (Japan) set 
of seven fine lightly mounted mint, several could be U/M. Nice set cat 
£200

£80 AUSTRALIA

159 S

South Australia - SG271/272, 8d Ultramarine (19mm setting) plus a pair 
of the 16½mm setting. All mounted mint. The pair with some perf 
separation and some gum disturbance / adhesions. The left hand stamp 
clearly shows variety 'EIGAT for EIGHT', which is unlisted in SG but is 
very similar to another listed variant which catalogues £2,500! Very 
interesting lot. 

£425 AUSTRALIAN STATES



160

S South Australia, SG204A, £5 perf 11½ - 12½ used with dumb canceller. A 
rarely encountered adhesive, Cat £11,000 mint, unpriced used, although 
based on other values which are priced, we consider likely to be in the 
region of £1,400 - £1,500. Good stamp and rarely offered.

£300

AUSTRALIAN STATES

186 A

1963-2009 U/M collection in padded green Prinz four ring album with 
matching slipcase. Good coverage of the period and virtually all in sets 
and includes some miniature sheets. There are over 430 stamps / items 
including 1975, 1984 (marine Life), 1993 (Antarctic Ships, 1990 (Fossils), 
1998 (Birds), 2003 (Research Bases) and 2008 (ships) definitive series. 
Several other good sets and great thematic appeal. Total Cat value is 
£1,195 and looks cheaply reserved for this popular area.

£220 B.A.T.

193
E SG464/471, 2011 Royal British Legion set in sheetlets of 6 stamps 

unmounted mint.
£36 B.I.O.T.

196

1992 $2 Miniature Sheet for the 500th anniversary of the landfall of 
Christopher Columbus in the Bahamas fine used on large FDC. The cover 
also has a very nice inset $1 Banknote featuring Columbus and 
celebrating the same event. A full write up for this item appears on the 
reverse of the page it is displayed on. An attractive item with a no doubt 
high original cost!

£11

BAHAMAS

203

S SG42x 1d scarlet-vermilion Perf 14 , crown CA watermark reversed. 
listed but unpriced in SG Part 1. Additionally this stamp has part double 
lined letters in watermark from central position in sheet adjacent to 
margin. A most interesting stamp! Cats £600 mint, unpriced used in Part 
One.

£46 BAHAMAS

215 S
SG253c, 1938 4d with 'Scratched Plate' variety mounted mint. Cat £160, 
very minor gum bend mentioned for accuracy.

£32 BARBADOS



221 E

Stock card with 40 stamps all good to fine used, many selected for their 
postmarks and identified as such, includes SG1/3, 4(pair) and 7, 7 x SG15 
and SG20 £1 lilac and black fiscally used with manuscript in red. Lovely 
lot for expansion / continuation. Recommended viewing.

£300 BECHUANALAND

222 E
 SG15, 1887 5F purple with 'Colis Postaux' overprint, with superb 1888 
'Banana' CDS postmark, cat £650

£150 BELGIAN CONGO

223 E
1959-71 range of u/m sets a few MSs and sheetlets appears fairly 
complete, stc £930+

£90 BELGIAN CONGO

224 A

1861 - circa 1984 mint and used collection in large green stock book. 
There are close to 2000 stamps with very little duplication. Starts with a 
dozen 1861 Imperfs, through to modern periods, includes a section of 
150+ Railway Stamps, noted 1930 Air 5F mint and used and many other 
sets and values. Value to be extracted here.

£300 BELGIUM

235 S
SG116b, 2/- perf 14¼ line block of four mint, at least two stamps 
(arguably all four) are U/M. usual gum toning for this elusive stamp. Cat 
£1,400+ A rare block indeed.

£240
BERMUDA

236

S SG52ba, 4/- MCA Wmk with 'Break in scroll' variety. Quite lightly 
mounted mint. Reverse has a tiny gum tone affecting one perf. Facially 
very good appearance. Cat £300

£40
BERMUDA

237 S
SG54, George V 10/- Multi Crown CA watermark, good used with parts 
of two double ring handstamps. Cat £350

£85
BERMUDA

238 S
SG93b, 12/6d fiscally used example displaying 'Broken Crown & Scroll'. 
Nice listed variety, which cats £950. Very realistic reserve. £44

BERMUDA

239

S SG96m, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 2½d brown & deep blue with 'Bird by Turret' 
variety fine used with postmark clear of the variety. Cat £325 £90

BERMUDA

244

S SG37 var, 12c grey-lilac surcharged with a large 5d in red ( see cat note 
under SG39. Basic stamp cats £1,000, the surcharge unpriced but 
presumably a lower quantity exist? Fresh mounted mint.

£170

BRITISH GUIANA



251
S 1931-35 Sport SG309-15 and SG362 all fine mounted mint, stc £675 (8) £100 BULGARIA

253 A

A useful mint & used collection including 1937 m & u vals to 8a, 1938 to 
5r used plus mint to 1r, 1939 Officials to 5r m or u, 1945 Admin to 10 u, 
1946 "Service" mint vals to 5r plus a few used, 1947 vals to 5r u, many 
vals to 10r m, 1947 Service mint vals to 10r. Japanese Occupation with 
1943 to 30c m, plus used to 30c, then 1948-60 many m & u vals to 5r 
etc, condn fair to fine Cat £1,000+ (few 100)

£165

BURMA

255 S
1861 4d Woodblock, used with no margins, minimum catalogue value 
dependent on shade is £2,750. Vendor offers as a space-filler. Decent 
looker

£140 C.O.G.H.

256
S SG4 4d deep blue, four margin pair , close at upper right. Very good used 

and nice colour. Attractive multiple,  Cat £340+
£85

C.O.G.H.

257 S
SG42 2d Pale Bistre Crown CA Wmk, nice mounted mint copy, cat £150 £48 C.O.G.H.

258 S

SG5a, 1855-63 offered as the cheapest rose-red shade. A very good used 
pair with good to gigantic margins, part of adjacent stamp visible on one 
side. Contemporary Triangular obliterator. Very nice item, cat £600+

£130 C.O.G.H.

266

E George V and George VI mainly with just a few QEII, mint ranges on 
stock pages. Modest duplication and will be ideal for approvals dealer. 
200 stamps which catalogue over £1,225. Clean material.

£70 CANADA

267 S

Small QV good to fine used selection on stock card including 1868-90 2c 
SG48(2), 6c (x2 shades), 15c (SG69 & 71), 1870-90 10c Pale & Deep lilac 
(SG87-8), 1873-79 3c, 5c & 6c (SG96-8), 1882-97 ½c and 1889-97 5c & 
6c, nice group, Cat £600+ (15)

£60 CANADA

271
S SG132, 1872-80, 96c drab 'Crown CC' wmk, mounted mint, cat £275 £70 CEYLON

304 S SG143, 45 piastres, top value in set fine mounted mint, cat £120 £36 CYPRUS

310 A
1978-1986 appears complete collection in Safe hinge less sleeved 
album, all u/m, stc £910+ (100s)

£110 CZECHOSLOVAKIA



321 S

SG3, 1873 8sk brown used space filler. Some blunt corner perfs and also 
has a small tear at upper left corner and a paper hinge remainder on 
reverse. Reasonable circular postmark. Overall has faults but a scarce 
and difficult stamp, fill the gap at reasonable cost, Cat £1,300

£34 DENMARK

332 S
SGG26/G40, 1954 Ships definitive set (15v) mounted mint, cat £200 £44 FALKLAND DEPS

333
E SGG26/G40, 1954-62 Ship definitive set, fresh mounted mint on album 

page, mounted in Hawid mounts. Cat £225
£34

FALKLAND DEPS

334 E
SGG4/G4A, 3d U/M vertical strip of six stamps. The bottom stamps has 
the 'Teardrop Flaw'. Nice positional piece, cat £110+

£50 FALKLAND DEPS

340 A

Including Dependencies - Accumulation with some duplication. Early to 
modern mint and used in large black 'SG' branded stock book. QV (35 
items) with shades identified ( not checked or corroborated by us. KE7 
(31 stamps) values to 6d; We note KGV SG70 U/M lock of 30. Minimal 
KG6 but has UPU set mint and a block of 9d x 4 mint; QE2 with a 
smattering of early Commems and some DLR shades of the 1960 Birds 
issue and a few later wmk varieties. Dependencies with A1/D8 set in 
mint blocks of four and singles of the 6d shade. Thick Maps blocks of 
four (no 6d), then same in pairs with break in parallel, UPU set and 1948 
RSW U/M blocks of four and a fine used set. Good lot with just over 900 
items. Worth viewing.

£160 FALKLAND ISLANDS

342 E

Pair of matching plain covers of the 1948 Royal Silver Wedding issue 
(SG166/167). These have a neat hand stamped Port Stanley address in 
gothic font and are both dated 31st Jan 1949, with Port Stanley cds. Very 
clean and cat far more on cover than the basic used price, probably a 
multiple of 4 or more

£48 FALKLAND ISLANDS

345 S
sg164S/165S, 1946 Victory pair 'Perforated SPECIMEN' fine unmounted 
mint, cat £400

£200 FALKLAND ISLANDS

348 S
SG193/207, 1960-66 Birds set (5v) complete mounted mint, cat £170 £42 FALKLAND ISLANDS



350 E
SG567/582, 1989 Cape Horn Sailing Ships set in very fine used c.t.o. 
blocks of four with Port Stanley cancels, cat £168+

£40 FALKLAND ISLANDS

351 E

SG70a, 1919 ½d yellow green 'War Stamp', comb perforation, U/M block 
of 30 being the top five rows of the sheet with marginal selvedge on 
three sides. A little perf separation between rows two and three, 
otherwise fine. Cat £900+ (£30 a single stamp). Note with this item 
indicates position 4 has a 'face flaw' and position 15 has a wider gap 
between 'war' and 'stamp' these are specialised varieties unlisted in the 
SG Cat. Impressive looker.

£300 FALKLAND ISLANDS

356 A

1871-1987 mint and used collection in blue Frank Godden 'Warwick two 
post binder. Earlier QV types mostly used and in very mixed condition. 
Then Edward VII to 1/-. KGV MCA with 5/- and £1 (fiscally used) and 
script wmk values to 1/- used and 2/6d mint. 35 SJ set then KG6 with 
perf varieties to 10/- and RSW and UPU mint sets. QEII first set to £1 
mint and then various later commems to 1987 these mostly mint. Circa 
680 stamps mostly different with plenty of different perfs. 

£120 FIJI

359 S
SG512var, 1975 10c Flower definitive in a marginal block of four, 
completely IMPERFORATE, unlisted as such, nice item and of course 
would be good in a thematic collection!

£85 FIJI

372 E

Pre cancel issues U/M on half a dozen stock pages From SG1198 through 
to 1996 (SG3321/4), some odds but mostly sets with duplication. 
Includes 1975 Coins (12v) x 8 sets (cat £36 a set) etc. Good dealer lot 
which cats circa £950+

£125 FRANCE

374 S SG1194/7, 1954 Air set (4v) U/M, cat £475 £130 FRANCE

381 E

Three circulated club books of German origin, each with 20 pages with 
mint and used ranges. STC c £1,700 (unchecked by us) and priced to sell 
at circa 450 Euros. Had been priced to clear at £170 by vendor. One to 
view as there are better items here.

£100 FRANCE



393 E

Lebanon- 1924-1960s a useful used collection on stock pages, we note 
1924 vals between 25c on 5c & 2.50 on 50c, 1924 Olympic vals etc, 1928 
optd vals between 0p.50 & 25p, 1930 Silk Congress 25p Pale claret, then 
a good run to the 1960s, condn fair to fine stc £1,680+ (few 100)

£300 FRENCH COLONIES

406 S

SG1, 1d Intense Black, very good used pair (JG/JH), unplated and 
cancelled by two black Maltese Crosses. JH is arguably 4 margins, close 
but just clear at right. JG is 'touching at top left and close at 'J' square. 
Cat £1100++

£225 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

409 S
SG5, 2d blue (NI) with four good to large square cut margins. Smudged 
black Maltese cross cancellation, cat £975

£95 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

412 E
1880-81 duplicated selection in bag of used 1d Venetian red stamps in 
mixed condn with very high catalogue value (few 100)

£100 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

413 E

Hagner page with 48 mostly different QV stamps including 5 x Govt. 
Parcel overprints, All but one stamp appear used mixed condition with 
some faults but many sound items. Huge cat (Est circa £2,000+). Fill 
some gaps…

£90 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

429 S
SGBB14 (Part Only) 2/- Booklet edition 284, has complete 1d and 1½d 
panes plus 4 x ½d only, cats £1,100 complete

£40 GB KG5

434 S
SG478 1939 10/- Dark Blue fine U/M, key stamp in this set, Cat £260. £110 GB KG6

441 S SG515/531, 1952-54 Wildings, Tudor WMK set U/M, Cat £100 £30 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL
443 S SG536a/539a, 1958 First De La Rue Castles set fine fresh mint £100 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

451 S
SG1972a, 1997 Missions of Faith 26p value IMPERFORATE PAIR from 
lower sheet margin, left hand stamp has vertical creasing / gum bends, 
nevertheless a rare item, U/M. Cat £1,800

£200

GB QE2 DECIMAL

452 S
SG913a, 1972 Christmas 2½p value with GOLD OMITTED. Fine U/M, with 
normal for comparison. Cat £1,500

£350
GB QE2 DECIMAL

515 E

A selection of West, East and Berlin, we note 1952 Otto used, German 
Telephone Service used, , 1953 Liebig used, East Germany 1940s used, 
Berlin also a few mint here and there but predominantly used, high 
catalogue value (few 100)

£80 GERMANY



516 S
Allied Military Zone- 1945-46 1M Green SGA35 in very fine used 
condition, Cat £700

£50 GERMANY

521 A

East Germany- 1949-1965 mint, u/m and fine used collection with slight 
duplication, a fairly substantial collection with much completeness, with 
better noted including 1950 Bach, Academy of Science to 50pf, 1951 
Visit of Polish President, a few Friendship with China issues, Youth 
Festival, 1953 Marx, 5 Year Plan sets with dots and lines, 1954 Stamp 
Day, 1955 Liberation and Schiller u/m MSs, Birth of Engels, Paintings etc, 
just mentioning a few then pretty solid through to 1965, condn fair to 
fine Cat £3,000+ (100s)

£150 GERMANY

528

E Postal Stationery - 1932 6pf 'Ebert' postcard perforated in a vertical strip 
of four cards. One card is almost separated from the others. Excellent 
condition, look like they were printed yesterday, Fine and rare in this 
format. Michel P199(2).

£44 GERMANY

531

E Valuable selection on 6 Hagner's of pre-1930 with good to fine used with 
much useful here with a good display of pmks, good inflation issues used 
with some in blocks etc. Starting off with 1872 Eagle issues, small shield 
values to 5gr & large shield values to 5gr and 9k, slight duplication, we 
note 10 examples of 2½g with different pmks, 1880-87 to 50pf, 1899-
1900 set to 2m, 1920-21 Bavaria optd in Munich with most vals to 10m, 
1921-22 vals to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhibition, 1923 surcharge issues to 
2m on 5T (SG274-305) 1923 set to 5md (less 2m SG317), 1926-31 Air set 
to 3m, useful Officials most vals to 60pf (SG0424-41) etc. Stamps in 
general are in good to fine condn and any faults will be minor ones. 
STC.£5,300+  (few 100)

£320 GERMANY



532 A

West 1949-circa 1980 mint collection in green spring back binder. 
Commences with 1949 Parliament, Stamp Cent. And Humanitarian sets, 
thereafter 90% filled in earlier periods including President Heuss (Cat 
£400) where the key 50pf is fine M/M, later issues U/M although some 
sets have been removed. Overall many hundreds of stamps and cat 
value easily exceeds £2,500 and likely a lot more. Good value!

£100

GERMANY

541 S West, SG1060, 90pf Post Horn fine unmounted mint, Cat £750 £130 GERMANY

557 E

SG145/158+, Two album pages of the QEII 1953-59 definitive series laid 
out in numerical order both mint and used. This incudes a basic set both 
mint and used plus many additional listed shades again both mint and 
used. The differences are in most cases quite clear and annotated. The 
used generally with good postmarks, one or two low cat used stamps are 
toned, cat circa £500+ Good lot with some awkward stamps here. 

£100 GIBRALTAR

569
S SG63, 4/- Edward VII, Multiple Crown CA wmk, fine used, cat £450

£160
GIBRALTAR

576 E

Small mint & used selection on stock page QV to KGV, we note 1886-87 
½d & 1d mint, 2d used, 1889-96 40c m & u, 1903 with 2d, 6d & 1/- m, 
1912-24 2/- u and 1925-32 2/-(2) used etc, Cat £270+ (18)

£30 GIBRALTAR

577 A

Social Insurance stamps - Circa 1971, set (we think) of 12 different 
undenominated stamps in various colours. Each in a sheet of 100 
stamps, fine unmounted mint. Scarce and not often seen as even single 
sets. Great opportunity for reseller. Reserve looks very cheap on these.

£500 GIBRALTAR

581 S
SG103/112 1928 KGV & Christiansborg Castle complete set mounted 
mint. The 1d (cats £1) has a couple of toned perfs, otherwise fine, Cat 
£120

£40

GOLD COAST

584 S
SG26/32, QV 1898-1902 short set to 2/- (8v) mounted mint, nice 
colours, cat £162

£40 GOLD COAST

586 S
SG35/36, 1901 surcharges in blocks of four mint, the lower two stamps 
in each block are U/M. Nice items, cat £112+ as mtd.

£40 GOLD COAST



596 E

Medium stock card with 23 (includes multiples) of the Monument high 
values issued during the 20th century, all fine U/M. Of note 1d block of 
four Perf 13½; 2d block of four (original printing); 5d pair; 10d and 15d 
both original and re-engraved printings for each. Very nice lot, cat 
exceeds £1,200 (as mtd - these U/M) according to vendor.

£180 GREECE

607 A

& Grenadines - Grenada 1881-2002  and Grenadines 1978 - 2001 
virtually all fine U/M sets etc. Colourful stuff which cats circa £700 all in 
a blue 'Compass' interleaved stock book. Cheaply reserved for the 
several hundred stamps it contains.

£65 GRENADA

608 E

A QV to KGVI mint and used collection on leaves including 1861-62 1d m 
& u, 1863-71 vals to 6d, 1881 optd vals to 4d, 1883 vals to 1/-, 1881-88 
Revenue stamps, EDVII vals to 6d u, 1906=11 vals to 1/- u, 1913-21 vals 
to 1/- u, 1916 War Tax m & u, KGVI m & u vals to 10/- with some extra 
perf values seen, Postage Dues vals to 3d etc, Cat £740+ condn fair to 
fine (few 100)

£140 GRENADA

610

E 1875-90 1pf & 2pf SG10-11 in u/m marginal blocks of 25 with a couple 
of tone spots and a few perf splits otherwise in fine condition Cat £900 
(50)

£70

HELIGOLAND

611 E
1875-90 1pf ¼d Deep Green & Rose SG10 in u/m sheet of 50 plus a block 
of 25, some tone spots and perf splitting but mainly good to fine, Cat 
£1,300+

£90

HELIGOLAND



615 A

Valuable mint and used collection QV to QEII & beyond in 64 sided green 
'Compass' stock book. QV crown CC issue to 96c with many shades; 
1870's surcharges x 3; Crown CA wmk values to 30c with extras; 1891 
surcharges x 25+; 1900-01 used most values; Edward VII all sets 
represented used and a few mint as well; GV to $5 used and CHINA 
ovpts with $ values seen used; 35 Jubilee mint and used; G6 with good 
representation def values to $10 mint and used with perf interest. 48 
Wedding used, UPU mint and used; QEII first defs to $10 mint and used 
thereafter many commem sets mint and / or used and other def sets as 
well (vals to $50 mint seen); selection of Postage Dues and G6 5c 
revenue mint (cat £100). 1975 Festival sheet mint. Overall a very good 
lot with lots of postmark and shade interest in the earlies with some 
Treaty Port cancels seen. Several hundreds and will break well

£425

HONG KONG

624 S
SG109, Queen Victoria 5r Ultramarine and violet, mounted mint, Cat 
£100

£36 INDIA

625 E
Small used selection on 2 album pages with 1907-09 EDVII to 25r, 1925 
surcharges etc, good to fine used (12)

£70 INDIA

627
S Bhopal, SGO324A, 3p on 4a chocolate with  'THEEE Pies' instead of 

THREE Pies error. Mounted mint, cat £1,600, scarce item.
£400

INDIAN STATES

628 S
Charkhari, SG33, 1p violet fine used, an awkward stamp, usual caution 
applies, cats £400

£50 INDIAN STATES

631 E

Two Hagner's with KGVI U/M blocks of four of various convention states 
issues. All different we counted 64 blocks which cat £940 as basic 
stamps, in this format arguably more highly rated. Good condition for 
this type of material with good gum. Nice lot!

£250 INDIAN STATES

640 A

Large dealer folder with U/M commemoratives with some duplication. 
Several hundreds if not 1,000 or more stamps. Many sets with 
duplication in places. Some  self adhesives / booklets noted. This lot 
contains over 100 Euros face value as well. Clean material throughout, 
ideal for resale.

£150 IRELAND



647 E

1917-27 Range of mint & used with many definitives and Postage Dues 
optd, we note 1917 25c, 75c & 1L25, 1928 7½c & 50c, Austrian 
Territories with vals optd 1c on 1c to 1Cor on 1L mint also Postage Dues 
and Express issues, Ionian Islands etc with some used seen, condn mixed 
but generally good to fine (100s)

£30 ITALY

648 E

Collectors duplicates of mostly mid period fine used or u/m including 
SG724, 727-29, 738, 750, 780, 791 and 794 fine used etc, useful for 
splitting or filling elusive gaps, stc £2,330 (few 100)

£140 ITALY

651
S SG38, 1899 5c green mounted mint, either heavily thinned or 75% 

unused without gum, space filler, cats £1,000+
£36

ITALY

653 S

SGD23, 2c Magenta & Orange Postage Due in an irregular fine used 
block of 34 stamps, each with a crisp CDS postmark. A light blue crayon 
mark affects 12 stamps, but this is a visually impressive piece. Cat 
£1,020+

£125 ITALY

663 S
British East Africa, SG63, 1895 5r ultramarine & violet of India 
overprinted, lightly mounted mint, cat £170

£60
KUT

666 S SG148, 5/- perforation 13¼, lightly mounted mint. Cat £160 £38 KUT

671

S SG109ab, 1942, 6d deep dull purple & bright purple, ordinary paper with 
'Broken E in Leeward variety'  (R4/1), fine lightly mounted mint. Cat 
£550

£140
LEEWARD ISLANDS

672
S SG29/35, Edward VII, 1905-08 MCA wmk set, fresh mtd mint, several 

including 6d and 1/- are lightly mtd. Cat £200
£70 LEEWARD ISLANDS

677 S 1951 Agriculture set SG287-98 fine mounted mint, stc £299 £38 LIECHTENSTEIN

679 A

1979 - 1991 collection in green 32 side stock book. Everything in U/M 
blocks of four, everything is identified and catalogued against SG. 
Generally a cheaper period, but everything is in good condition and cat 
value is Circa £1,100

£90

LIECHTENSTEIN

681 S SG404, 1960 Europa u/m. Cat £140 £30 LIECHTENSTEIN

689
S 1951 To Promote United Europe set to 4f SG543-8 fine mtd mint, Cat 

£456 (6)
£30 LUXEMBOURG



690 A

Ex dealer stock of National Welfare Fund sets  from 1946 to 1961 in 
blocks / sheets. Complete for every year and either 15 or 25 sets of 
each. All U/M and huge catalogue value of £9,316, Good lot.

£825 LUXEMBOURG

692 S SG609/611, 1956 Europa set, fine U/M, cat £700+ £60 LUXEMBOURG

700 S
B.M.A. - SG1/18, King George VI basic set of 18 stamps mint, 2c, 10c and 
15c are Die II and has both $5, one with usual toned gum (normal for 
this), Total Cat £200

£60 MALAYA

705 S Kedah - SG60/68, (9v), 1937 KG6 set mint, cat £300 £90 MALAYA

706 S
Kelantan - SG40/52, 1937-40 Chef's Hat short set (13v) to $1 mint, Cat 
£348.75

£85 MALAYA

710 S
Negri Sembilan - SG42/62, 1949 - 55 set (21v) good to fine used, cat 
£160

£45 MALAYA

716 S Perak -  1900 Surcharge set of 7 stamps, SG81/87 mint, Cat £110 £35 MALAYA

717 S
Perak - SG103/118, 1938-41 short set of 16 values to 50c mint, cat 
£400+

£100 MALAYA

721 S
Straits Settlements - SG5 6c on 2a yellow, overprint in purple, a very 
good used example with duplex type cancellation. Very good stamp, cat 
£275

£95 MALAYA

728 A

1862 - circa 2003, mainly Used collection in a green 'Utile' binder. Many 
hundreds and lots of sets, KG6 looks complete in basic stamps and 
several part sets of QV and KG5 also with better values spotted. Nice lot 
with good run through's. Vendor STC £2,500+

£440 MALTA

729 S 1863-81 ½d Orange-buff SG8 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £200 £40 MALTA

730

S 1863-81 ½d series one stamp lightly mounted mint (perf 14), the other 
used by duplex cancel (Perf 14 x 12½d). Many shades on this issue, but 
the used stamp has only two possibilities due to the perf. And cats £100 
minimum. The mint stamp is in a  very similar shade and vendor says this 
is SG10, which makes the used stamp SG16. Total Cat is a minimum of 
£185 whatever the shades are, both stamps in good condition.

£40 MALTA



731 A

1882-1974 mint and u/m collection in sleeved Davo album with many 
sets including 1885-86 to 1/-, 1886 5/- (tone spot), 1903-04 set to 1/-, 
1921-22 vals to 2/-, 1922 to 5/- (less 2/-), Multiple Script CA set to 10/-, 
1926 to 10/-, KGV to 10/-, optd "Postage and Revenue" to 10/-, 1935 S. 
Jubilee, KGVI sets to 10/- including "Self-Government", then a good 
range of QEII sets with Postage Dues at back of album, condn fair to fine 
with a few minor imperfections on the earlier material, Cat £2,000+ 
(100s)

£350 MALTA

732 S
1899-1901 2/6 Olive-grey and 10/- Blue black SG34-5 good to fine mtd 
mint, Cat £150

£30 MALTA

734 S
1904-14 set to 5/- wmk Multiple Crown SG45-63 good to fine mtd mint, 
Cat £325 (17)

£70 MALTA

735 S
1914-21 complete set to 5/- with extra 1/- value SG69-88 good to fine 
mtd mint, Cat £250+ (13)

£60 MALTA

740 E
A 1950-71 fine used collection on black album pages 75% complete with 
many sets, we note 1956-58 set to £1 etc plus 4 booklets, condn fair to 
fine (100s)

£36 MALTA

742 A

A two volume u/m collection in sleeved Davo printed hinge less albums 
ranging from 1974 to 2004 being 85% complete with miniature sheets 
and definitive sets to £2 & £3 etc, Cat £820+ (100s)

£100 MALTA

746 S 1891 2c on 17c Rose SG119 u/m Cat £150 £50 MAURITIUS

748 S
SG240, 5r green & red/yellow, Script Ca watermark, good used with 
contempary circular postmark, Cat £110

£38 MAURITIUS

754 E

1947 - circa 1990, selection of 675+ mostly different stamps on 20 A4 
stock pages, a mix of single and double sided. Good basis for a collection 
and reserved at under 10p a stamp. Nice lot of nearly all 
commemorative issues with many large size stamps here. A seldom 
offered country lot.

£55 MEXICO



756

E 1980 Olympics  Miniature Sheets (set of 2), limited edition superb U/M, 
Yvert 11/12, cat 770 Euros, a rare thematic item, had a very substantial 
initial retail cost of circa £300 the pair. Consequently there were not 
large numbers sold and they are scarce. Unlisted SG as these were not 
sold at face value originally. Reserve is under half the original cost!

£110 MONACO

766 S
SG297, 1972 3ct Frigate Bird Watermark 12, top right corner block of 
four displaying sheet number in the margin. Bird thematic item, fine 
U/M. 

£30

MONTSERRAT

769 S
SG1421902 Edward VII £1 Black  and Bright Blue, fine double ring cds 
used. Cat £80

£34 NATAL

770 S
SG143, Edward VII £1.10 green & violet mounted mint, has an ironed out 
horizontal gum crease not visible from the front. Cat £600 £65

NATAL

775 A

 64 sides Blue 'Compass' stock book with a mint and used collection, 
early to 1990's and beyond, includes a selection of Postage Dues and 
children's charities sets. There are over 1,400 stamps in this album with 
some useful pickings in places.

£110 NETHERLANDS

776 A

1852 -1977 collection in red 'Viking' spring back album. Mint and used, 
very well filled commences with 6 early imperfs used all with faults; 
thereafter decent ranges and beyond 1920 alternate pages for mint and 
used with Many charity sets evident. We counted circa 1,950 stamps 
and generally clean throughout. Plenty of sets can be removed. Good 
solid offering and we imagine a substantial cat value to boot.

£80 NETHERLANDS

779 B

A duplicated collection on pages and cards from 1920s-80s mostly used 
with a few mint and u/m including SG720-24 plus much more, good lot 
for sorting and filling those gaps, stc £3,800 (100s)

£170 NETHERLANDS



780 A

Davo printed album with a 'used' collection, many being fine used from 
1852 to 1999, although there are pages post 2000 these are empty. A 
decent one country starter, includes many of the 1930's period Charity 
sets / part sets. Many hundreds starting with 4 mgn 1852 5c and 10c. 
Most stamps in place in good condition. Well worthy of consideration, 
the pre 1960 period easily worth the reserve in our opinion and there is 
much else besides. Clean lot, worth viewing.

£140 NETHERLANDS

788 E

1915-30, 8d Plate proof in black on ungummed and unwatermarked 
paper in a complete sheet 0f 120 stamps. We note plate number 40 in 
upper left hand margin. Some marginal creases, otherwise fine. A very 
scarce survivor in this format. SG427var

£550 NEW ZEALAND

792 E
A selection of better miniature sheets spanning 1996-1999 and 2002, all 
u/m

£90 NEW ZEALAND

797 S
SGO104, 1925 9d sage-green overprinted 'OFFICIAL' reading upwards, 
fine mounted mint (light\) block of four, one stamp is fine U/M, cat 
£180+

£70

NEW ZEALAND

798 S
SGO141/O151, 1940 Centennial 'Official' set lightly mounted mint, cat 
£225

£70 NEW ZEALAND

799 S
SGO66, 2/- blue-green official overprint very good used with parts of 
two circular postmarks, very deep colour, cat £140

£50 NEW ZEALAND

802

A SG1 to KG6 picked over mint and used collection on pages in a battered 
spring back album. Mixed condition, poor to fine, 33 pages in all with 
over 250 items and substantial value remains. Of note shades 
throughout; SG83/90 mint set; SG149/62 used set with 10c shade; 
SG164/178 mint; Air trio No wmk mint; 1932-8 set mint; Long Coro set 
mint; SG276/289 mint and used sets complete. Total cat exceeds 
£4,200, given the various sets indicated the reserve looks cheap

£330

NEWFOUNDLAND

804 S
Niger Coast- 1898 Half of a Registered cover with ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d, 5d 
and 1/- (stamps Cat £127 as fine used, a huge amount if on full cover) £60

NIGERIA



809 A

1947-1984 mint collection in a green 22 ring Lindner album with 'dual 
pages. Album and pages in good condition and expensive new. There are 
340+ items in this album and only 3 gaps we could see. Those items 
checked were all U/M. Nice clean lot and good basis for continuation.

£50 NORFOLK ISLAND

811 S

2002 Sports - 4 x $1 Miniature Sheet mounted mint. RARE item as not 
officially issued but it is known some were distributed to dealers in 
error. See catalogue note after SG796.Usually retails £200 - £300. Cheap 
reserve due to mounting. 

£60 NORFOLK ISLAND

816 S SG136a, 16c perf 14½ - 15 mounted mint. Cat £190 £44 NORTH BORNEO

819 S
SGF1a, 1886 Revenue, 3c on 4c pink with variety 'Raised stop after 
cents' in overprint. Mounted mint with paper adhesion to reverse, cat 
£120. Rarely seen stamp.

£30 NORTH BORNEO

822 A
1940s to 2004 selection of mainly used in large Importa stock book with 
odds, sets etc plus Officials at end of book plus other values to 10k, 
condn fair to fine (100s)

£35 NORWAY

824

S SG2var (Facit 1v8var), 1855 4sk blue with very large margins. This stamp 
showing a Re-entry variety at the top left corner which is Facit listed and 
was Cat 12,000 Swedish Krone in 2005! Stamp is tied to a small piece 
and has a complete 'Christianssand' circular postmark. Nice stamp

£130 NORWAY

842 E
1899 issues duplicated used with many on small pieces including strips 
and blocks, vals to 50c, condn mixed stc £2136

£150 PHILIPPINES

843 E
1903 USA issues optd with 1c(2), 5c(10), 13c, 15c(38), 16c(4), 30c(2), 
50c(49) and $1, good to fine used, condn mixed with some on pieces, stc 
£3272

£180 PHILIPPINES

851 S
SG8, 2/6d black & brown with Horizontal watermark, very fine used with 
corner cancellation leaving design clear. A very scarce used stamp Cats 
£550 (more mint). Seldom offered.

£225 PNG



862 E

1892-1913 used ranges on album leaves, we note 1892 m & u vals to 6d, 
1896-97 vals to 6d with various, 1897 vals to 8d, 1898-1908 vals to 2/6 
used etc, then 1913-19 Admiral vals to 1/- with many being identified 
from SG188 to 295 etc including some shades & perfs, condition fair to 
fine Cat £610+ (dozens)

£140 RHODESIA

872 E
1940-79 ranges of mainly fine used including Air stamps with SG417-20, 
579-83, 634-36, 645-47, 659-66, 678-87 etc plus a few mint, stc £580+

£70 RUSSIA

873 E

1957-1969 mint and used collection on 130+ Scott printed album pages. 
Well over 1,600 different stamps and miniature sheets includes the good 
1958 sheet mint. Lots of sets and whilst generally a cheaper period likely 
to fill plenty of gaps. Cheap reserve for the quantity on offer

£110 RUSSIA

875 A

Early to circa  1940 in large red 'Compass' stock book. Slight duplication 
and includes many better sets and values from the 1930's with stamps 
cat up to £190 each (SG634) and with many cat £15-20 and more each. 
Also includes some other areas e.g. Armenia,  Modern Batum, 
Transcaucasian Federation, Georgia, Modern Tajikistan and Estonia etc. 
Over 1,800 items in all and we estimate 1,600 are Russia alone. High cat 
and a great lot for breaking / expansion. Recommended viewing.

£375 RUSSIA

876 A

Mid 1940's to 1960's mint and used collection in a maroon 'Lighthouse' 
stock book. We estimate circa 1500+ stamps all in nice condition with 
many sets of the period. Nice lot for continuation with a solid base to 
build upon. Good clean material.

£160 RUSSIA

881 S SG90/97, 1899/1900 set of 8 fine used, cat £150 £30 SAMOA

890 S
SG135/149, 1938-1949 KGVI set of 25 (less common 25 SG145ab), cat 
£543+ as cheapest types fine mint.

£40 SEYCHELLES

904 S SG16, 10/- George V, fine fresh mint, vibrant colour, Cat £180 £60 SOUTH AFRICA

905
S SG39 1927 - 30 10/- Perf 14 very fine used se-tenant pair. Difficult to get 

a joined pair, Cat £160
£65 SOUTH AFRICA



954 E
1900-1945 better values cds used including SG191-3, 320a, 322a, 336-
37, 346, 358, 361-63, 394-97, 452, 453 and 456-7, stc £1180

£140 SWITZERLAND

956 E 1913-24 Pro-Juventute issues complete fine used, stc £1,000+ £110 SWITZERLAND

957 E
1913-50 Pro-Juventute issues complete with 1937 miniature sheet, stc 
£1,640+

£150 SWITZERLAND

959 S 1951 "Lunaba" miniature sheet SGMS531a u/m, Cat £375 £45 SWITZERLAND

963 A

A mint & used collection in spring back album early to modern from 
imperf vals to 40r u, 1862 many m & u vals to 1f, 1882 vals to 1f u, 1900 
UPU m & u, 1908 vals to 3f u, 1914 to 10f u, 1932 Disarmament u, 1935 
Air opts m or u, 1938 Labour Bureau u, then a good solid range of issues 
either mint or used. Good range of Pro Juventute at back of book from 
1913 including 1916 set used with many sets to 1940s m & u etc, high 
catalogue value condition mixed (100s)

£115 SWITZERLAND

980 E
A-Z selection of complete sheets depicting Birds, Animals and Fish u/m 
with leaves with descriptive write up, stc £990+ (33 items) £80

THEMATIC

996 E
Togolaise- modern duplicated selection including 1984 Motorcars (Airs) 
SG1735-41 x120 sets u/m, Cat £13.80 each, total catalogue value 
£1,650+

£100 THEMATIC

1002 S

SG12, 1854-57 (1d) rose-red imperforate on white paper. This has good 
original gum and three and a half margins. Fresh appearance given it's 
age. Has a minute pinhole not detracting.  Cat £2,500

£250 TRINIDAD

1004 S Tobago - SG2, 1879 3d Blue, fresh mounted mint, Cat £150 £46 TRINIDAD

1027 B
Cardboard tube containing 5 copies of the 'Press Sheet' for 2007 Star 
Wars stamp issue comprising 6 U/M sheets of stamps,(5 sheets) scarce

£100 USA



1041 A

1929-1982 U/M collection in a red printed Lighthouse hinge-less album. 
Only missing the 1934 surcharge set of 6 stamps, otherwise complete 
includes the 1948 Air Pair, 1949 Air, 1935 Judicial Congress set and 1933 
set and the good 1952 Centenary Miniature sheet. Lovely condition 
throughout. Total cat (list provided) is £5,189. Excellent one country 
offering, good throughout.

£850 VATICAN

1043 E
1939-1954 a range of better values on stock pages including SG1-133, 
28, 29(4), 30(3), 31, 35, SGE15, 41-46, 47-51, 53, 68 etc, all good to fine 
cds used, stc £980

£140 VATICAN

1044 A
1983 - 1991 U/M collection in Red 'Davo' stock book. Unsure if this is 
complete for period but must be nearly so if not. Cat £441, all in good 
condition includes some sheetlets.

£55 VATICAN

1045 S
Small mint range on stock card 1929-31 including SG1-13, E14-15, 44 
and SGD15-20, stc £320+ (26)

£40 VATICAN




